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For the use of the following material:
The aim of PORTAL is to accelerate the take up of EU research results in the field of local and
regional transport through the development of new education and training courses and teaching
materials. The beneficiaries of the project are higher educational institutions.
Due to the size and (in some cases) the number of individual projects, it is not possible to
explain each single result in detail and include it into these written materials.
The following set of material should rather act as a PORTAL and facilitate the access of single
projects and detailed results by the lecturers.
Therefore the material in hand doesn't lay claim to completeness.
Since the expectations of the lecturers regarding these materials are quite diverse - the
expectations run the gamut from 'providing a survey of the result of the EU-research to a
specific topic' to 'providing special results of a single research-project in detail' -, the attempt
has been made to make a compromise and (more or less) come up to the expectations of all user
groups.
The following compendium contains results of EU research-projects and complementary results
of national research-projects. PORTAL thanks the partners and collaborators of the following
projects. A complete list of the projects, consortia, and cited literature is given at the end of the
material.
This material of project results for the topic “Modelling and data analysis” was compiled by
Jarkko Niittymäki and Riku Nevala (both from HUT, Helsinki University of Technology,
Laboratory of Transportation Engineering) in 2001 and adapted after a workshop with lecturers
in 2002.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Definition of ‘Modelling and data analysis’
The topic ‘Modelling and data analysis’ (MOD) handles modelling of all kinds of traffic-related
phenomenon, data gathering of such phenomenon and systematic analysis of the gathered data.
Modelling of traffic relates closely to demand forecasts and operational analysis.
The modelling and data analysis topic discusses different modelling methods (micro- and
macro-level simulations, scenarios and other) and data analysis (statistical analysis of the basic
data and the reliability of the model results).  Related topics include traffic management,
simulation, telematics and environmental impacts.

The EU-projects that cover modelling and data analysis are listed below:
AIUTO: Models and methodologies for the assessment of innovative urban transport systems
and policies options.
BRIDGES: Building Bridges between Digital Transport Databases, GIS Applications and
Transport Models to Develop ETIS Software Structure
DIRECT: Data integration requirements of European Cities for transport
ESTEEM: European Scenarios on Transport-Energy-Environment for Metropolitan Areas
FATIMA: Financial Assistance for Transport Integration in Metropolitan Areas
MESUDEMO: Project concerned with methods for compiling, storing, maintaining and
disseminating information on transport networks and on flows of goods and of passengers
OPTIMA: Optimisation of policies for transport integration in metropolitan areas
SCENES: Modelling and Methodology for analysing the interrelationship between external
developments and European transport
SESAME: Derivation of the relationships between land use, behaviour patterns and travel
demand for political and investment decisions
STEMM: Development of strategic models for passenger and freight transport, which are
spatially aggregated at the inter-city or inter-provincial major corridor level
STREAMS: Strategic transport research for European member states; Modelling and
Methodology for Analysing the Interrelationships between External Developments and
European Transport
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1.2 Objectives and skills
The main goals in the education of traffic modelling are:

• to present to students the planning and research problems, in which  modelling is used or
can reasonably be used as a tool.

• to give a general picture of the modelling techniques available, and to present the basic
theoretical background of the techniques.

• to provide the students with the capability to choose the most appropriate modelling
technique for each modelling problem, taking  time and cost restrictions and the data
availability into consideration.

• to provide the basic skills of using the most common modelling techniques, and to help
students in finding more information on modelling, when needed. The more detailed
information of the practical use of modelling technique is learned, when the models are
developed and used in practice.

The choice of data analysis is closely related to the modelling of different traffic phenomena.
Thus, the students should have the capability to evaluate the reliability of the input data and the
results of the used model. For this reason, the general teaching of mathematics, and especially
statistics, as well as the specific mathematical testing of each modelling technique should be
emphasised in the planning of courses.

The educational material to be used in the courses should handle the above mentioned
objectives at a general level, as well as provide some more detailed examples of the use of the
modelling technique or problem in question. For the first point, an introductory book describing
traffic modelling in general could provide the best basic knowledge for further studies. This
book should contain the basics of traffic modelling, like

• the use and meaning of the traditional four step modelling structure: trip generation, route
choice, modal split and traffic assignment.

• introduction of micro and macro level simulation

• description of the terms used in modelling

• introduction of basic data gathering methods (traffic counts, interviews, stated preference,
etc.)

• basic relations between land-use and traffic demand, etc.

For this kind of foundation classes, the EU-projects concerning traffic modelling are too
specific and profound, and on the other hand, too narrow for the purpose of an overall
introduction to the field. For general studies, some material concerning the basic issues of traffic
modelling should be preferred to the detailed and case specific EU-studies. For this purpose,
there are lots of basic class books, like Ortuzar J. de D. and Willumsen L.G. Modelling
Transport.
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After the introduction, the next step is to present the students with the mathematical methods of
common modelling techniques. First, the material should include some traditional methods for
each step of the four step modelling process: trip generation and attraction models, trip
distribution (gravity models), mode choice (logit and probit models) and the assignment
(equilibrium formulas), utility functions and basics of statistical analysis. In addition to this
basic introduction, some more sophisticated models could be introduced as examples. For these
examples, some EU-projects like STEMM and SCENES could provide material.
When the basics are presented to the students, a deeper understanding can be reached with
exercises and practise. An important issue is also to learn to identify the current modelling
problem and to choose the suitable instruments to solve it. The exercises should include all the
modelling process, however, limited to the appropriate level of work and understanding in
relation to the size and purpose of the course in question. Data gathering and analysis, model
building and result analysis should in some way be included in the education. The material for
these higher level courses could include more sophisticated models that the students have to
calibrate to meet their needs. The tools of analysis should be provided in the educational
material, but the collecting the data and applying the analysis tools (and model technique)
should be left to the students.

1.3 Challenges
MOD provides possibilities to study different traffic-related phenomenon without expensive
field experiments. Modelling is also the only way to try to predict the future traffic demand and
behaviour, and to plan the actions required by future scenarios. Therefore, the knowledge of
modelling and data:

• Supports making new innovative solutions to the present and future  traffic problems by
providing economically effective tools to test the traffic control actions.

• Supports decision-making of long-term infrastructure investments and/or traffic related
restrictions by providing possibilities to evaluate the economical, environmental and
sociological effects of control alternatives.

• Creates technical applications for research people and the public.

Testing the innovations in the field usually requires large and expensive infrastructure, which
can not be built only for testing purpose. The new innovations in the transportation field are
more likely to appear, if the researchers have the possibility to test their ideas and prove the
advantages of their new control and management systems. Modelling of traffic is the only
economical and relatively reliable way to evaluate the effects of new innovations beforehand.
The local, national and EU-wide transport policy organisations need information on the
expensive long-term infrastructure investments before the decision making. With different
scenarios and models the future traffic demand changes and the actions required by the change
can be evaluated within certain reliability levels. The models can emphasise the efficiency,
environmental and sociological issues, in order to give the politicians a possibility to make the
decisions in line with the principles of sustainable development and other goals set by the
national and international agreements.
Both the political and private decision-making process requires evidence of the usability of new
innovations. All the innovations, investments and new technical applications are implemented
and in use faster, if the advantages of them can be proved relatively fast and reliably. The faster
the new technologies are utilised, the shorter the socio-economic pay back time of the
investment is.
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To gain all the above-described benefits, several requirements have to be met. Some challenges
for traffic modelling are listed below.

• The evaluation of the reliability of the modelling techniques. Ill-defined models may result
in misjudgements concerning the future traffic demand, allocation and the effects of
different traffic management actions. In the worst case, inaccurate modelling results can be
used for the justification of inappropriate or  inefficient investments or control actions. In
addition to the output of the models, the input values as well as the information used in the
construction of the model also has to be validated.

• The transferability of traffic models and results. To avoid the incorrect use of the models,
the range of use of each model and its results has to be well described and reported. On the
other hand, the more general the facts behind the modelling method, the better the
transferability of the model and the results. Thus, in order to avoid unnecessary work and to
have a more coherent set of modelling techniques, one should emphasise the modelling
techniques with as general principles as possible. This enables the efficient use of one
model  in other study locations, with a minimum amount of site-specific modifications.

• The standardisation and data recording possibilities. The simplified and unified structures of
input data and the data collection methods enable a wide range of  available  traffic data for
European traffic research organisations. The standardisation of data supports also the
transferability of modelling techniques and modelling results.

1.4 Description – summary of the contents
The study field of traffic modelling and data analysis includes modelling of all kinds of traffic-
related phenomenon, data gathering of such phenomenon and systematic analysis of the
gathered data. The EU-projects that were studied in order to find educational materials in this
research field are listed in Chapter 7 ‘Literature’.
Modelling a traffic phenomenon includes usually different tasks, like gathering the basic data
for the model, developing the model and modelling technique, tuning and validating of the
selected modelling method, using the model itself, and the use, evaluation and dissemination of
the modelling results. For the work of gathering input data, different databases and other
information sources are very useful. The modelling techniques of different phases of traffic
modelling are developed either individually or all together. A general overview of some newly
developed European models is presented later, as well as some results of European traffic and
transportation models.
The main goals in the education of traffic modelling are to present the students the planning
problems, in which the modelling is used or can reasonably be used as a tool, to give a general
picture of the available modelling techniques, and to present the basic theoretical background of
the techniques. After providing the basic skills of using the most common modelling techniques,
the more detailed information of the practical use of modelling technique is learned using the
models in practice.
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In general, the level of technical and geographical sophistication of specific traffic models is
often a problem of when considering the educational use of modelling research reports. The
studies are seldom directed to basic research work that would provide basic knowledge for the
students of the whole process of model construction. Some of the modelling studies, however,
can be used in educational purposes as examples, or with some editing of the reports, even in
larger scale. Especially the DIRECT, ESTEEM, FATIMA and OPTIMA -projects are well
documented, and the documents are easily accessible over the Internet. Also the SCENES
project have wide set of deliverables, although the most interesting reports, from the educational
point of view, are not yet available.
Next, the detailed content of the topic Modelling and Data analysis is presented and the studied
EU-projects are described more deeply. After the topic description, some study sites of the
individual projects are presented as examples of the common use of traffic modelling. Finally,
the educational use of the project materials is evaluated and recommendations are given.
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2. Modelling and Data Analysis
2.1 Objectives of Modelling and Data analysis
Some of the variety of the objectives and possibilities of traffic modelling are listed below.

• to encourage new innovations by offering possibilities for the economical testing of new
ideas,

• to support decision-makers in long-term investment and policy decisions concerning traffic,
transportation, environmental and socio-economical aspects,

• to provide a tool for traffic planners,

• to participate in the traffic management actions by forming a general picture of the effects
of different restrictions and control decisions,

• to find the best solutions to modal and route choices, from the economical or environmental
point of view,

• to improve co-operation between transport modes and facilitate the interconnection and
inter-operability of existing transport networks.

Modelling a traffic phenomenon includes usually different tasks, like gathering the basic data
for the model, developing the model and modelling technique, tuning and validating the selected
modelling method, using the model itself, and the use, evaluation and dissemination of the
modelling results. For these tasks, the topic Modelling and Data Analysis tries to find new and
improved ways to operate.

Figure 1: The components of modelling.
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2.2 Methods for data collection and sharing
The modelling of traffic phenomenon requires sufficient knowledge of the characteristics of the
phenomenon itself and lots of site-specific information of the past and present traffic events. For

this kind of background work, different databases and other
information sources are very useful. As well as the model
input,  the results of the modelling studies should also be
accessible.

Transport data sharing structures (TDSS)
The integration of long/medium term planning and short-
term traffic management procedures could both benefit
from better data consistency, lower costs for data
collection, improved quality and coverage of the data,
better background for the development of new modelling,
prediction and analysis tools. To gain a more solid basis for
the data storage and sharing among the research and other
traffic related organisations, transport-data sharing
structures (TDSS) have been developed. In addition to the
technical classification of the TDSS, the general guidelines
for the efficient use are available. The structure of the
TDSS system is presented in

Figure 3: The structure of TDSS system (DIRECT 2000b).

Figure 2: General data gathering
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Data to be exchanged can be either structured (e.g. geo-referenced, traffic, events, supervision,
mobility, financial data) or unstructured (e.g. documents, notes, forum, images); data types used
and volume, timeliness, and availability constraints depend on the application domain.
However, the TDSS system itself is not necessarily restricted to the traffic related data. Further,
the contents of a TDSS system is not technically restricted, basically any interesting data can be
stored and shared. As an example,a traffic TDSS system can include information like

• urban transport supply : network description (road, PT, bicycle, pedestrian)

• travel demand : mode choice, evolution of car and PT usage (counting, surveys)

• parking supply : parking place description (along roads, multi-storey buildings, park & ride;
pricing)

• environmental impacts : pollution, safety, noise (measurements, modelling)

The data collected in a TDSS system has lots of potential users. Urban transport data  is
important for those actors responsible for main roads, toll roads, public transport, railways,
parking, facilities, emergency, police, administrations, environment. Data sharing between the
players is needed in applications  such as ticketing, vehicle priority at intersections, park and
ride, traveller information, co-ordination of operations, planning, and modelling. The
requirements have been considered at three levels: strategic, operational and technical, which
match the users role of decision-maker, operator and technical staff. The databases should be
open for all these players. (DIRECT 2000a.)

In the development of TDSS architecture, it is of importance to establish the distinctions
between the following application area.

• in Traffic Management, the focus is upon exchanges that assist to confirm the network state,
its evolution in the short-term and (increasingly) the potential for generating and delivering
messages to groups of travellers;

• in Trip Planning, the exchange is focused upon the involvement of travellers in a relatively
static utilisation of databases that are shared by operators and authorities with the end-users,
and

• in Traveller Information, exchanges with individual mobile travellers are being developed
which integrate elements of Traffic Management and Traffic Planning with emerging
mobile communications platforms that support Traffic Information.

For each of these application areas, project DIRECT has produced several TDSS architecture
development recommendations and guidelines. After the technical requirements and resources,
like data storing systems, type of database(s), hardware configuration (network types and
speeds), software (database programs) and telecommunication system (Java-based Internet,
WAP, GSM, RDS, …) are evaluated, the design of the TDSS and its content can begin. Some of
the DIRECT recommendations for this task in the above mentioned application areas are listed
below.
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TDSS supporting Traffic Management (DIRECT 2000a):
RECOMMENDATION 1: Select the medium or media to be used for message delivery
according to the Traffic Management objectives:

• For regulatory messages, Variable Message Signs (VMS) are typically used to communicate
to all drivers on primary roads.

• For wide-area routing information, digital radio is appropriate.

• For multimodal messages, knowledge of conditions on both the road and public transport
networks is required and particularly, the conditions at transition or interchange points.

• If park & ride is to be included in (VMS or radio-based) routing strategies, then real-time
management of space occupancy and/or control of certain spaces dedicated to booking
reservation will be required to ensure parking space availability at the interchange.

RECOMMENDATION 2: Utilise standards and tools that conform to standards of best practice.
For road Traffic Management, use DATEX standards. For multimodal Traffic Management, add
location referencing to geographic database standards and use TRANSMODEL to structure
public transport data.

TDSS supporting Trip planning (DIRECT 2000a):
RECOMMENDATION 1: A metropolitan trip planner must be door-to-door, and is usually
developed first for public transport. Cities that haven’t yet developed one should start with this
(this implies a TDSS comprising a map and gazetteer database – usually supplied by the
authority – and a public transport database – typically supplied by the operator(s)).
RECOMMENDATION 2: When developing a TDSS for Trip Planner applications, adopt the
Internet as the core delivery medium, and select tools to help build a distributed server
architecture (i.e. Javascript, CGI, CORBA).
RECOMMENDATION 3: If the public transport trip planner already exists, then the network
databases for other modes should be incorporated. Car parking guidance is a good next step (the
alternatives to car travel can only be calculated, and presented, once a car-orientated traveller
declares his/her trip-ends.
RECOMMENDATION 4: Demonstration work in DIRECT emphasises the importance of building-
up trip planners in spatial and modal “chunks” – each clearly addressing a defined stakeholder’s
interest. Not all operators will have Internet servers, and the interchange architecture will have
to reflect local conditions – but always try to convince them of the benefits of having their own
server linked through open exchange standards.
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ECOMMENDATION 2: The prospect of delivering Traveller Information services that exploit
obile phones as real-time sensors has emerged during the life-time of the project. Whilst this

s changing the way that TDSS is supporting Traffic Information applications, it is suggested
hat higher added-value services will still require such emerging Traffic Information databases
o be integrated with those of Traffic Management and Trip Planning that directly manage the
ffer supplied by mobility operators.
n addition to  technical configuration and data contents, the relations and responsibilities of the
embers of TDSS have  to be clarified. Here are some instructions from  the DIRECT project

or co-operation and legal issues.

nstructions for TDSS users (DIRECT 2000a):
ECOMMENDATION 1: Make sure there is not just one single champion
ECOMMENDATION 2: Each TDSS member has to be aware that co-operation is required
etween all members of the TDSS. There is a need to create a framework or strategy, a more or
ess common goal is required.
ECOMMENDATION 3: Make sure that the responsibilities for each actor are clear. The need for
greements has to be stressed. On the one hand, TDSS members must be conscious that
equirements and objectives vary between levels of an institution and that conflicts have to be
voided. On the other hand, agreement should be enough flexible in order that individual
rganisations should be able to define and change their responsibilities and roles within the
haring structure
ECOMMENDATION 4: Explore opportunities for o public and private actors to work together, to
uild public-private partnership
ECOMMENDATION 5: The ownership of data must be clear. Check the national rules regulating

he access and ownership of data in public databases, such as real time traffic information data.
o transfer the results of the one case directly to another case. The different contexts, in which

he cases operate, have to be taken into account. National differences are often the reason for
hese differences.
ECOMMENDATION 6: Be aware that data has to be collected, stored and disseminated in such a
ay that the privacy of the individual is guaranteed.
ECOMMENDATION 7: Possible Copyright laws must be identified and related action has to be

aken for (cross-border) exchanges.
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RECOMMENDATION 8: Be conscious that the liability for data and information is critical. The
methods for the collection, handling and dissemination of data have to be clearly defined.
RECOMMENDATION 9: Written and legally binding contracts are required between actors and
data users to make sure all actors are committed to the TDSS and they will assume their
responsibilities to realise and maintain it.
RECOMMENDATION 10: Make public and private data files clearly defined from the outset
(logbooks, procedures)
RECOMMENDATION 11: The roles (legal position) of each actor and consortium member should
be clearly identified and defined from the start. The conditions, under which new parties can
join in, have to be clearly defined.

From financial point of view, it is important to raise an investment funding plan, to bring in
private finance and jointly funded enterprises, and exploit income from possible data sales. The
TDSS organisation should be built up in such a way that the hierarchy and leadership are clear
for every participant.

Data transfer protocols and data accessibility
Lately in the project BRIDGES, new data transfer protocols were developed to handle the
linkage of both alpha numeric and graphical data, which supports the creation of wide and
comprehensive databases. The same protocols were also able to evolve through time according
to the changing requirements of transport models. This is one important aspect in the
development of data collection methods because of the continuously changing requirements and
possibilities of both the traffic itself and the modelling tools, especially the computing and
telecommunication devices. The main components of the BRIDGES solution is presented
below, as an example of a technical structure of transportation database. (BRIDGES 1999.)

• Digital Data Guide (DDG): A directory of available information sources relevant for ETIS

• Generalised Transport Format (GTF): A proposed standard data format for transport
database exchange, aimed at the transport forecast and evaluation models area.

• GTF/Arcinfo Translator (GTF/GIS): An application for transferring data from Arcinfo GIS
formats to a GIS version of GTF.

• Expert System/Decision Support System (ES/DSS): An application to define rules and
criteria to simplify the interface between end users and complex transport models.

• NISystem (NIS): A set of routines able to handle advanced transport topologies and carry
on graphs analysis.

• Communication System (CS): A technology to manage the transmission of commands
between independent applications integrated into an open system by the use of multiple
customised user interfaces (user work spaces) in an Intranet environment.

The BRIDGES Project lead to the first version of GTF. The work continued and refined in the
thematic network: SPOTLIGHTS (http://www.mcrit.com/spotlights/) under the EU's 5th
framework programme, where further surveys, reviews and user input are carried out. This
includes co-ordination with the Transport Object Platform developing an object-oriented
platform for transportation data. Experiences from the GIS-world, including the US-funded
UNETRANS-consortia on transportation infrastructure models are also utilised further.
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As SPOTLIGHTS is funded by the EU, it is the ambition that the GTF eventually will become
an EU-standard for the exchange of transport modelling data. This will provide a strong
platform for utilising earlier work and models when building new models, as well as a tool to
compare models that cover the same geographic area. Both aims will be very useful for research
as well as practice in the field of transport modelling.
One very important part of the development of information databases is the accessibility of the
information and easiness of finding the needed data. In order to achieve an effective
dissemination of the information about flows of traffic and goods and general infrastructure, the
MESUDEMO project constructed a tool for the presentation of the new concepts and
methodologies for the creation of an ETIS (European Transport Information System). This tool
is a Web-enabled environment, with a 3-tier, client-server architecture and advanced capabilities
for handling geo-information through the Web. Web-based hypertext (html documents) will be
used for the presentations, so that the users (i.e. the target audience for the dissemination and
demonstration) will be able to concentrate on the points of their interest. (MESUDEMO 2000).
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Figure 5: A general architecture of ETIS, showing the various sub-systems at a conceptual level
(MESUDEMO 2000).
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Concepts of Traffic Databases
There are also some ready concepts of traffic information databases. An information database
has been established for the SCENES project in order to provide a common platform for
regional data. The SCENES Internet Database is a large assortment of regional data for nearly
all countries in Europe, and it includes information of socio-economic, technology, transport
and tourism indicators at a regional level. Unfortunately, the access to the database system is
password-protected. Access to the SCENES Internet Database is given to the European
Commission and the partners involved in the SCENES project. When these kind of databases
are formed, they  should be open to all research organisations in order to get the full advantages
out of the new applications.

2.3 Development of Modelling Approaches
In the EU-projects,  modelling usually concerns wide areas and supports the strategic level
decision-making and long term planning. In this scope, the future scenarios and other macro-
level models are used. The construction of the model  consists of four phases: determining the
factors affecting the demand, trip generation and distribution, determining the modal spit and
the assignment. Usually, this procedure is used separately for passenger and freight modelling.
The new wide scale models are also based on these planning phases. In the European wide
passenger and freight demand model developed in the project SCENES, the overall model
comprises two main ‘modules’ linked by an interface, known loosely as the ‘land-use model’
and the ‘transport model’. These two modules comprise firstly, trip generation and distribution,
and secondly, modal split and assignment. Each component and the overall system work in an
iterative fashion. In this sense, the model has a fairly traditional structure. The only ‘feedback’
between the transport and land-use models is that the transport costs and times (translated into
‘disutility’) feeds the distribution model therefore affecting destination choice, and length of
trip. It has no effect however on the generation or suppression of the number of trips (SCENES
1999.)

Example 1: SCENES Freight Model
The freight model of SCENES was made based on the STREAMS freight model. The work is
split into two main areas: (i) development of the regional economic model (REM), and (ii),
improvements to the freight transport (modal split and assignment) model. The REM uses a

combination of Leontief input-output (I/O)
structures in conjunction with a spatial
allocation procedure and a matrix of
transport disutilities to produce a matrix of
trade in terms of value. Other routines
convert these values to volumes (by
commodity type and origin-destination
pair) in order to produce origin/destination
matrices of tonnes by flow of transport.
An example of REM three zone regional is
model presented in Figure 7.
Figure 6: Heavy vehicle flow
Modelling and Data Analysis Transport 17
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of simple three-zone model of REM (SCENES 2000).

Modal split is performed using a multinominal nested logit model. The nested logit has three
different level of choice:

• the first choice is between land modes and other modes (shipping and pipeline, or shipping
and air for unitised flows);

• the second choice is between land modes (rail, barge and truck);

• the third one, at the lowest level, is between Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) and Light Goods
Vehicle (LGV).

Example 2: STEMM Passenger and Freight Model
In general, the model techniques used are applications of traditional demand, route choice,
modal split and assignment methods. However, the European wide models have to deal with
multi-country environment with different economical, political and sociological environments,
which affect all the factors of constructing a passenger or freight model. One solution to these
problems is achieved in the STEMM project, which presents a sophisticated multi-country
model of passenger transport, with innovative representation of non-linear modal choice,
integrated multimodal networks, and estimation techniques taking account of variation and
correlation in estimation precision.
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In STEMM, modelling development of passenger transport has been concerned with five
principal topics in working towards a multi-country model describing multimodal passenger
transport (STEMM 1999):
1. Development of a representation of multimodal networks;
2. Review of existing model forms;

selection of a model with

- asymmetry of mode choice response;

- utilisation of heteroskedasticity in a
generalised form of generation-
distribution models;

3. Enrichment of selected model forms
with:

- the addition of captivity to an
asymmetric choice response from;

- the addition of spatial autocorrelation
to (2-second item);

4. Implementation of the necessary
algorithms;

5. Estimation of models in a multi-country application, and testing significance of
enrichments.

Two streams of work involved testing each model component (mode choice and generation-
distribution) on new databases for Germany and other countries, notably France, to evaluate the
robustness of common specifications. Then a multinational model was estimated, and called
MAP-1 for three trip purposes: business, private and vacation. (STEMM 1999.)
The general concepts of the STEMM’s multi-modal modelling of freight transport have been
developed covering freight flow attributes to be included, disaggregation levels, and extension
of mode/route choice algorithms taking account of similarities between available options.
Freight traffic from the OD matrix is assumed to face a wide choice of mode/route
combinations. For each mode/route alternative the generalised cost is calculated by determining
the financial cost and adding on various quality of service penalties. Only alternatives with
generalised costs within a certain percentage of the lowest generalised cost are further
considered. If two or more alternatives all share the same least generalised cost, then the traffic
will be equally split between them. Where there are one or more alternatives with generalised
costs higher than the least cost alternative, penalties are applied to these alternatives, dependent
on their similarities.
The so called MDST-model was designed according to the requirements of the corridor studies
(cross-Channel and Trans-Alpine). Although there are many differences between them, the
basic characteristic that they both share is the existence of a physical barrier forming an
international frontier. In both cases therefore the model needs to predict traffic volumes on a
limited set of international links where modal change is either essential or at least viable. The
key differences between the two applications lie in the data sources, the network and zone
composition, the details of the mode choice options, and the extent to which public sector
authorities can directly control the transport infrastructure. (STEMM 1999.)

Figure 8: Intermodal chain 1
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For the Nordic case studies, freight models have been implemented using the STAN modelling
tool. Attribute structure is informed by the STEMM Ideal Model Shell, while mode and route
choices are made within the STAN algorithm allocating flows over multi-modal networks. The
STAN package was chosen as a basic tool because it has been used in Nordic Countries for
several years. The components of a STAN model are network, demand, cost functions and
assignment.
In the Scan Link Corridor case study, the network included sub-networks for nine modes: road,
rail, fast rail, truck ferry, car & truck ferry, rail ferry, sea bulk, lo-lo and inland waterways. For
the Nordic/North Sea case study, eight modes are represented in the network model: Road
(truck), truck ferry (Ro-Ro), combined car and truck ferry (Ro-Ro), rail, rail ferry, Lo-Lo ferry
(port to port), general sea mode (Lo-Lo) and inland waterways. Each mode has been defined
with a separate network consisting of modal links between nodes. Intermodal transfers are
allowed at specific transfer nodes (e.g. ports, railway stations).

Other available models and further information
In addition the STREAMS project developed and validated a model covering all travel within
EU Member States and across its borders (all modes, passenger and freight transport, including
short trips and walking). There are two main modules - one determines transport demand, and
the other assigns the demand to the transport network. The model is disaggregated, dividing the
EU into some 200 zones and thousands of links representing physical connections and terminals
(such as roads and airports). The model is therefore suitable for forecasting aggregate transport
statistics for the EU as a whole.
Micro-simulation can provide a more effective tool than traditional traffic model for the
assessment of the effectiveness of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS), which often requires
interaction between individual vehicles and the new systems to be modelled. Micro-simulation
can be used to develop new ITS systems, optimise their effectiveness and provide realistic
training for system operators and users prior to operation in the real world.
The SMARTEST project was directed towards modelling and simulation at micro level of
dynamic traffic management problems caused by incidents, heavy traffic, accidents and road
works. The SMARTEST application areas are incident management, intersection control,
motorway flow control, dynamic route guidance and regional traffic information. (SMARTEST
2000.)

The SMARTEST specific objectives were to:

• review existing micro-simulation models, so that gaps can be identified. It would build on
the APAS report (see Chapter 7, Literature: APAS) and other reviews such as the PROGEN
report from PROMETHEUS (see Chapter 7, Literature: Henry J.J.). A State of-the-Art
review report would be produced.

• investigate how the existing models could best be enhanced to fill the identified gaps, thus
advancing the State-of-the-Art. Prime objectives of these enhancements would be to ensure
that they were transferable across Europe and that they were based on sound statistical
analysis.

• incorporate the findings of the study into a best practice manual for the use of
microsimulation in modelling road transport and to disseminate these findings widely
throughout Europe.
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The SMARTEST project has provided road network managers with an improved set of tools
and procedures to assess the impacts of road transport schemes and interventions.
(SMARTEST 2000.)
In the SMARTEST project fifty-eight micro-simulation models were identified and thirty-two
models analysed. Most of the models are adaptable in the way that key parameters can be user-
defined. The integration with other models and with other databases is not considered as easy.
One model over three is approved by local authority / national transportation body. Concerning
hardware, a specialist architecture or system is not required, except for parallel models. The
typical execution speed is between 1 to 5 five times faster than real time.
Validation and calibration have received various answers from model designers and most
models are partially validated and calibrated. The limitations identified come essentially from
an imperfect modelling of human behaviour and because modelling a network as real as
possible is very difficult.
Concerning technical points, most of the models used a time slicing approach, in which
computation is done at each time step, and most seemed to use Object-Oriented modelling and
programming. Three of them followed an event-governed approach and four others used a
parallel approach. (SMARTEST 2000.)
The detailed technical descriptions of SCENES, STREAMS and STEMM models are available
in the deliverables and reports of the projects. Especially the SCENES project has several multi-
paged deliverables explaining the model specification and its background. The report
availability can be checked from the project participants and Internet pages (see chapter 7
Literature).

2.4 Evaluation and validation of the model
Adequate modelling capabilities to analyse traffic demand management measures are generally
available (in the form of disaggregating travel demand model systems and dynamic network
assignment). However, according to some site-results it appears evident that more validation
tests would be useful for a better assessment of the accuracy of such models.
As part of this validation process, it would also be useful to conduct comprehensive sensitivity
analyses to identify the most critical aspects and the key parameters of the models. However,
the state of development of these tools is such that they are not yet readily available for wider
dissemination or for quick policy analyses. In their existing state these capabilities require a
long period of data collection and calibration, as well as heavy user intervention and too much
manual data-handling from sub-model to sub-model. Thus, their application to a new study area
would call for a major investment in terms of time, money and involvement of highly skilled
persons trained and experienced in transportation demand and network modelling.
Most of the models are validated in site-specific conditions. However, the transferability of
these models is not always studied, which is one of the main problems of the traffic modelling.
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2.5 Modelling results
Quite a few of the EU-project related modelling studies produce future scenarios and
predictions of the traffic demand and network allocation, in order to provide the decision-
makers, traffic management and infrastructure planners with  information of the future
requirements and restrictions. They also aim to direct the traffic and transportation trend
towards more economical, environment friendly and socially equal solutions. The modelling
helps decision-makers in following tasks.

• Building of urban scenarios, based on the modelling and forecast of exogenous and policy
factors influencing the demand of mobility, and interfacing them with transport models, the
outputs of which are fed to emission/dispersion models.

• Testing land use and transport policies with an integrated intermodal land use/transport
model, working with utility functions.

• Exploiting credible exogenous forecasts on land use and recurring to enhanced transport
models and environmental dispersion/energy models in order to forecast energy
consumption and pollutant emissions under various assumptions of local decisions on urban
development.

From the results of traffic models of variety of European cities, some recommendations were
made for policy makers (FATIMA 1999a). For example, traffic strategies should be based on
combinations of measures, and should draw fully on synergy between successful measures.
Economically efficient measures can be expected to include low cost improvements to road
capacity, improvements in public transport (increased service levels or reductions in fares), and
increases in the cost of car use.
From the traffic management point of view,  reductions in capacity to discourage car use are not
likely to be economically efficient. The scale of increase in costs of car use will depend in part
on current levels of congestion; road pricing and parking charge increases are interchangeable,
but this needs assessing in more detail. As well, the scale of changes in service levels and fares
of public transport will be influenced by the current level of subsidy; and in some cases a
reduction in service levels or an increase in fares may be on economic grounds.
In most modelled cities, economically efficient strategies can be designed which are financially
feasible, provided that revenues can be used to finance other strategy elements. The pursuit of
sustainability is likely to justify investment in public transport infrastructure, further
improvements to public transport services and/or fares.
One important condition for utilising the long-term control strategies is that the city transport
planning authority have  complete control over all transport measures, affecting both private and
public transport. However, such strategies are likely to require significant levels of investment
and, given current attitudes towards constraints on public spending, it might be politically
awkward for the public sector to raise such finance. There is thus a potentially useful role for
private finance to be used to help overcome such financing problems. However, it must be
appreciated that the private sector will expect to make a profit on such investment. In cities
where optimal policies are funded by travellers, the private sector can be reimbursed by
travellers. In cities where it is not  feasible for travellers to fund all the costs of optimal policies,
it will be necessary for the private sector to be reimbursed from public funds (raised from
taxes). An important issue here is that the use of private finance should not be allowed to
replace optimal policies with sub-optimal policies.
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Some more general characteristics for cities of different sizes can be found in data analysis
studies (SESAME 1999). Small cities have a larger car share while larger cities have a better
ability to reduce the car share. This hypothesis is true to a certain extent. The car share does
decrease for cities of over 750 000 inhabitants. For cities smaller than 750 000 inhabitants there
is a tendency towards a positive relationship between city size and car share. There is a positive
correlation between the density of the local urban area and non-motorised mode share. Higher
concentrations of inhabitants and workplaces benefit  public transport as it intensifies trip
movements.
Data analysis can also be used for studying traditional preconceptions about traffic. One
common hypothesis argues that public transport and non-motorised modes are competitors in
the transport market, while the car has no real competition from public transport or from non-
motorised modes. The result obtained in some European cities is contrary to this hypothesis.
One can conclude that in urban areas the car has strong competition from the non-motorised
modes and, especially in the central city of the local urban area, there are signs of some
competition for the car from public transport. Little competition was found between non-
motorised modes and public transport.
Car ownership per household is strongly positively correlated with mode share. The more
people have access to a car, the higher the car share in trips as well as in kilometres travelled.
As it is commonly stated in literature, car ownership remains one of the most important
variables influencing the car share. For  mode choice and time used for travel, the common
hypotheses in the literature is that the time used for travel per day is constant and that mode
choice changes will result in a change of trip distance rather than a change in the total time used
for travel. These hypotheses are not always proved by the data. The total time used for travelling
per day varies between 50 and 90 minutes and this difference is strongly dependent on the
particular modal split of a city.
There are also results supporting the traditional opinions of traffic demand behaviour. The
relationship between public transport supply and densities is well proven. The higher the density
the higher the service level (measured in number of vehicle-kilometres). Further analyses
indicate that the improvement of the service-level is the result of higher frequencies rather than
a higher line-length. (SESAME 1999.)

2.6 Important application areas and beneficiaries
Companies
Large companies and governmental organisations have to plan their future needs for freight (and
passenger) transport. This task is often given to outside specialists, especially when the private
companies try to increase their cost efficiency. This fact is the basis of the growth of the
international logistic companies, providing full services to the customer companies. The largest

logistic service providers are likely to be
more and more interested in the future
demand predictions that help them to plan
the fleet and other investments in the
future. The future scenarios are a useful
tool for the logistic providers, when they
try to adjust their finance and services to
the different economic growth scenarios.
In addition to decisions about fleet size
some route choice dilemmas can be
solved by simulations and modelling.
Figure 9: Freight data gathering
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State officials
The governmental organisations dealing with passenger transport issues are facing similar
problems to those of private logistics providers: by what means and with which volumes the
future demand for passenger transport can be satisfied efficiently. Modelling provides

possibility to find the best choices for
future actions, or at least the authorities
are able to choose the most suitable
alternative at hand.
The modelling of traffic relates also to
traffic management procedures. The
effectiveness of different control
alternatives can be evaluated by
modelling, and the modelling is a part of
many control systems. Short term traffic
forecasts are essential in many traffic
control applications.
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Figure 10: Road toll
esearch institutes
odelling traffic is an important tool for researchers. Testing the innovations in the field

equires usually large and expensive infrastructure, which cannot be built just for testing
urposes. The new innovations in the field of transportation are more likely to appear, if the
esearchers have the possibility to test their ideas and prove the advantages of their new control
nd management systems. Modelling of traffic is the only economical and relatively reliable
ay to evaluate the effects of new innovations beforehand.

ecision-makers
he municipal officials and politicians often make  traffic investment decisions. Therefore,

raffic related decisions are often made by non-experts in a highly political atmosphere. Traffic
odelling and simulation provides the possibility to present and justify the usually expensive

nvestments or otherwise inconvenient restrictions to the politicians in such a way, that the
mportance and effects of the actions presented can be understood. An understandable way to
ee and analyse the effects of certain traffic control or management alternatives, in different
uture scenarios and environments, helps the decision-makers to make their decision.

Public
The modelling of traffic supports the
development of traffic information
services and speeds the implementation of
the improvements of traffic environment.
Thus, road users are the final target group
benefiting the traffic modelling, or more
specifically, the services planned and/or
constructed with the help of traffic
models.
Figure 11: Parking guidance
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2.7 National Differences/Local Adaptations
The different national models have much in common – often using disaggregate nested logit
structures and requiring similar kind of data. Their development has stimulated by the exchange
of ideas, knowledge, results and software among a group of modelling experts, consultants and
clients that have met regularly and also formed specially dedicated for a for discussion.
Models like Netherlands National Model System (NMS), Swedish SAMPERS and Italian
Tactical and Strategic Decision Support System (DSS) are based on individual utility
maximisation represented in the form of multinomial nested logit models. When applied to
forecasting, enumeration of prototypical samples are used together with the ‘pivot point’
approach for driver and train flows, i.e. the model system is only used to calculate changes that
are applied to ‘observed’ base-year O/D matrices.
Some models like Danish PETRA are attempting to be kind of activity-based models. Instead of
modelling the travel in terms of separate trips, or even tours, a person’s total travel during a day,
is represented in the form of what is termed a chain.
The recent traffic forecasting tradition in Britain has been quite different than either of the
methods referred to above. Instead of having a comprehensive model system that produces trip
matrices by modes that are assigned to detailed networks, the focus has been on overall vehicle
kilometres and on their dependence on a few crucial determinants such as GDP, fuel price and
demographic factors.

2.8 Conclusions
As a conclusion, different models are widely created and used, but some relevant issues are left
outside the studies. The transferability and recording of data are sometimes neglected, which
makes future studies harder to make, current studies harder to repeat and different models
harder to compare to each other. Effective and European wide use of databases and models, and
the generalisation of data collection require flexible system architectures and standardisation.
The solution to the problems in transferability and comparability is clear model architecture,
data standardisation and comprehensive reporting. In addition to the technical standardisation,
the (EU) study organisation structures, the research work completed and the report availability
should be standardised or at least well instructed by the European Union.
Focusing only on  EU funded projects does not necessarily provide a comprehensive picture of
studies of traffic and transportation in Europe. One alternative could be to emphasise the
research work of Leading Educational Institutes (LEI’s), which may have many interesting
projects that are not included in the EU-project category.
The integration of data should be studied more carefully. The applicability of study results in
general and more theoretical conclusions should be included in  future studies. After some
general methods for modelling are available, different databases provide data for the models.
One important area for future study in traffic and transportation modelling are telematics and
digital databases to support site-specific studies. Transportation studies could have more weight
in general databases and especially the use of these databases. Unfortunately, the very
interesting and promising background information database developed in the SCENES project is
not open to the public. Based on this kind of database, some data collection and evaluation
exercises could be arranged. The use of real data and achievement of relatively credible results
in the exercise increases the learning motivation significantly.
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3. Examples and Study Sites
Due to the nature of the topic ‘Modelling and Data Analysis’, there are only a few concrete
study sites. Practical implementation is usually for traffic-related models of certain area,
concerning demand forecasts, air pollution and economic evaluation of different future
scenarios. The only ‘real’ applications are the technical solutions to data transfer protocols and
other information technology applications, some of which are implemented in existing
databases. There are no actual study sites that people could visit.
Therefore, only a couple of the case studies are presented as examples of the use of traffic
modelling in the field of research and planning.
Due to the complexity of the modelling techniques, as well as the technical improvements of
data management, the theoretical and technical background of the demo cases is not presented
comprehensively. These facts are found from the deliverables of the projects.

3.1 Modal split and route choice in intermodal chains
Modelling modal split and route choice, particularly where intermodal chains are available was
studied in the STEMM-project. The models were divided for the passenger and freight
transport.

The passenger transport model was applied to the Trans-Alpine region, and to the Scan-Link
Corridor. From the outputs of the STEMM Passenger Model tested in the Trans-Alpine case
study the following conclusions was drawn (STEMM 1999):

1. The improvement of airport access does not necessarily lead to the expected result of an
increased use of intermodal chains with an air component.

2. Charging road and air with emissions-dependent costs provokes reactions, which are - in
terms of changes of modal split - stronger than in the ATI-scenario.

3. Regardless of whether there are strong reactions to the measures taken in the IEC-scenario,
internalisation of external effects of traffic may prevail on industry to speed up development
of vehicles and aeroplanes, which are low on emissions.

The modelling results, in which policy instruments have been tested on the Scan-Link Corridor,
show that new connections from Scandinavia to the continent via Denmark increase car trips in
the corridor, but that train trips may increase much more and their future share may be higher
than the share of car trips. The impacts vary between countries, as the basic properties of
transport systems differ greatly. In Finland the air mode remains the most important one for
international trips in all scenarios; in Denmark the rail mode can increase its share on
international trips, and in Norway intermodal trips have growth potential. (STEMM 1999.)



3.2 Environmental modelling
The ESTEEM project developed integrated models of the interactions between land-use,
transport and environment and to applied them to four large European cities: Rome, Lyon,
London and Brussels.

In Lyon and Brussels a procedure has been developed for
land use evolution forecasting and global long-term
assessment on energy consumption and pollution implied
by various policy options.
 In the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
(London), transportation models and energy/environment
assessment packages were enhanced to permit the
assessment of transportation policies and schemes at the
local level, proving that computed emissions forecast
correctly actual pollution levels.
In Rome urban models were linked to transport - energy -
emission - dispersion models. The procedure made
available entails: a first run based on a reference scenario
(continuation of present trends and policies to 2010); a
second run based on the reorganisation of the public
transport system affecting the link impedance on
transportation model graphs; a third run based on new land
use and urban transport policies, made explicit so as to

provide alternative inputs to the transport-energy-emissions-
dispersion models.
Figure 12: Air quality data
gathering
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The procedures and models developed with the ESTEEM
study are now applicable to support public stakeholders of cities in the production of reliable
estimates of the impact of transport activities on energy and environment and in the
identification of optimal policy options (ESTEEM 1998).
The ESTEEM project tested out a number of different approaches in practice. In order to
appreciate them and decide which combination of them can be used to better advantage in other
cities, the project has produced a set of Guidelines. These (and similar recommendation lists for
decision-makers from other projects) are discussed in Chapter 2.5 Modelling Results.
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4. Recommendations
4.1 Educational use of study reports
In general, the level of technical and geographical sophistication was a problem of the topic
when considering the educational use of study reports. The project reports did not provide ready
material for education. The quality and emphasis of the reports were either too sophisticated and
wide or too poor. No basic study or state of art review were available, and most of the material
is too complicated to understand for the non-expert, or the subject is too narrow to be used in
European wide education. The studies were often directed to city authorities and focused on
giving planning guidelines. This kind of focus does not provide very useful educational material
without some editing of the material.
At the moment, the information of EU projects is hard to find and the reporting of study results
varies a lot. The practical applications, which are the most interesting issues for the education of
traffic and transportation engineering, were not clearly presented. Some studies did consider the
general use of data, but the level of sophistication was quite technical and perhaps too detailed
for non-experts. In general, quite many projects and their reports emphasised technical
development of some specific method, which make the educational use of the study material
quite difficult.
Some of the project results, however, can be used as examples, or with some editing of the
reports, even in larger scale. The DIRECT, ESTEEM, FATIMA and OPTIMA projects are
especially well documented, and the documents are easily accessible over the Internet. The
SCENES project have a wide set of deliverables, although the most interesting reports, from the
educational point of view, are not yet available.
The project DIRECT analyses the various aspects of the development, implementation and
operation of transport-data sharing structures (TDSS) facilitating this integration. Not only the
technological aspects were envisaged, but also the institutional, legal, organisational and
financial aspects. The technical details are not the most suitable educational material, but the
socio-economical aspects and the estimated effects of TDSS-system may be useful in describing
the advantages of information technology in the traffic management. Unfortunately, not all the
full deliverables are available, but some summaries and reports are found  at
www.infoservice.fr/simulog/direct/direct.html.
The ESTEEM final report includes a State-of-Art review of the modelling methods for the
impact of land use and transport policy decisions on energy consumption and polluting
emissions generated by urban transport systems. In addition, the development made in the
ESTEEM model is well documented, as well as the case studies. Especially the general
theoretical part of the final report could be edited for educational use. The final report is
downloadable from the Isis homepages (http://www.isis-it.com/doc/projects.asp).
The FATIMA deliverables include the description of the modelling process leading to optimal
socio-economic policies in the study cases of several European cities. The recommendations for
policy-makers are also presented. The reports can be found at
www.its.leeds.ac.uk/projects/fatima/. Similar guidelines are presented also in the deliverables of
the project OPTIMA (www.its.leeds.ac.uk/projects/optima/). The guidelines and simplified
optimisation method can be used in traffic engineering courses.

http://www.isis-it.com/doc/projects.asp)
http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/projects/fatima/
http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/projects/optima/)
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When the deliverables D7 ‘Transport forecasting model results and regional model results’, D8
‘Case studies on scenario development’ and D9 ‘European scenarios: description of process and
quantitative results’ of SCENES project are published, they probably will include suitable
material for transport engineering courses. At this point, the downloadable material includes
only technical information of the development of SCENES database, which does not necessarily
relate to traffic and transportation. However, these documents can be downloaded from the
pages of Karlsruhe University (www.iww.uni-karlsruhe.de/SCENES/).

4.2 Exercises
In general, neither the projects nor the materials provide obvious possibilities for exercises. The
construction of a traffic model is such a time consuming and demanding task that it might be too
demanding as a student exercise. Also the modelling techniques presented in the studied
projects may be too complicated for student exercises at least in short-term exercises, because of
the great need for background data.
Some of the techniques could be practised in a limited scale. The modelling process (defining
demand, distribution, modal split and assignment) could be divided in to parts, in order to
achieve more rational educational packages. The use of existing modelling programs would also
provide useful skills to students for future professional needs. Instead of the model construction,
the collection, use and analysis of traffic data using a previous given model might be more
suitable for exercise purposes.
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6. Glossary
Future Scenario: One possible combination of traffic volumes, modal split and network
capacity loading at pre-selected moment in the future, assuming certain values for the model
initial state and input parameters (like implemented control action and certain values for
expected external factors affecting the modelling results).
Sub-model: A model conducting one part of the whole modelling process. For example an
economic model used to forecast the growth of welfare, which affects future traffic demand.
Macroscopic Modelling: Modelling of the effects of land use, socio-economical and other
general factors on traffic demand, origin-destination distribution, modal split and network
assignment as one entity on (usually) average level.
Microscopic Modelling: Modelling of movements of an individual vehicle, in terms of  the
vehicle-driver, vehicle-vehicle and vehicle-driving environment relationships.
Modal split: distribution that reveals the shares of each transportation mode (cars, trucks, buses
and other public transportation, walking, etc.) of the total traffic volume; one (usually last)
phase of the modelling process.
Network assignment: splitting the traffic volumes in the existing road network according to the
selected modelling principle; phase of the modelling process, accomplished after determining
the volumes and origin-destination distribution.
Origin-Destination Distribution: (or matrix) A matrix defining the number or share of trips
generated from each modelled location to all the destinations; phase of the modelling process.
Multimodal: A trip containing more than one mode of transport.
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7. Modelling and data analysis –
The consortia of the projects

AIUTO – Models and methodologies for the Assessment of Innovative Urban
Transport systems and policies Options

Consortium:

CSST, Centro Studi sui Sistemi di Trasporto IT

SINTRA s.r.l IT

EURO TRANS CONSULTING LIMITED UK

HAGUE CONSULTING GROUP B.V. GR

Trias S.A. Consulting NL

BRIDGES – Building Bridges Between Digital transport Databases, GIS
applications and transport models to develop ETIS Software Structure

Consortium:

DTU, Technical University of Denmark (Copenhagen, Denmark) DK

MKmetric (Karlsruhe, Germany) D

ME&P, Marcial Echenique and Partners (Cambridge, U.K.) UK

NTUA, National Technique University of Athens (Athens, Greece) GR

SOFRES Conseil (Paris, France) FR

TRT, Transporti e Territorio (Milano, Italy) IT

Aristotle University Of Thessaloniki GR
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DIRECT – Data Integration Requirements of European Cities for Transport

Consortium:

STRATEC (Belgium) BE

CERTU (France) FR

Barcelona Technologia SA (Spain) SP

SIMULOG (France) FR

TNO Inro (The Netherlands) NL

University of Southampton (United Kingdom) UK

Azienda Torinese Municipalità (Italy) IT

ESTEEM – European Scenarios on Transport-Energy-Environment for
Metropolitan Areas

Consortium:

Stratec BE

Ove Arup and Partners UK

CERTU FR

ISIS (Institute for System Integration Studies) IT

AGENCE D'URBANISME FR

Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea UK

FATIMA – Financial Assistance for Transport Integration in Metropolitan
Areas

Consortium:

TUW/IVV AT

VTT FI

CSST IT

TT-ATM IT

TØI NO
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MESUDEMO – Methodology for Establishing a database on transport Supply,
Demand and Modelling in Europe

Consortium:

AGDER Research Foundation NO

NEA Transport Research NL

ISTAT IT

National Technical University of Athens GR

Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat NL

OPTIMA – Optimisation of Policies for Transport Integration in Metropolitan
Areas

Consortium:

University of Leeds UK

Institute for Transport Studies UK

Technical University of Vienna AT

TUW-IVV AT

The Technical Research Centre of Finland, VTT FI

Centre for the Study of Transport Systems (CSST) IT

Azienda Tranvie Municipale - Torino (TT-ATM) IT

Institute of Transport Economics (TØI) NO
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SCENES – (Project acronym is not derived from project title, which is:
Modelling and Methodology for analysing the interrelationship between external
developments and European transport)

Consortium:

ME&P Ltd. UK

CSST IT

DLR DE

ISIS SA FR

LT Consultants Ltd. FI

Marcial Echenique y Compaña SP

NEA NL

KTI HU

NOBE (Poland) PL

TIS (Portugal) PO

TRT IT

SESAME – (Project acronym is not derived from project title, which is:
Derivation of the relationship between land use, behaviour patterns and
travel demand)

Consortium

Centre D’Etudes sur les Réseaux FR

Centre D’Etudes Techniques de L’Equipment Mediterranee FR

Barcelona Tecnologia S.A. SP

Socialdata Institut für Verkehrs- und Infrastruktur-forschung GmbH DE

Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research NL

Transport Research Laboratory UK

Peter Zeugin SW

Systems Consultant SW
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SMARTEST – Simulation Modelling Applied to Road Transport European
Scheme Tests

Consortium:

Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya SP

Mizar Automazione IT

CERT-ONERA FR

SODIT FR

Transek SE

Softeco Sismat IT

Högskolan Dalarna SE

STEMM – Strategic European Multi-Modal Modelling

Consortium

Baxter Eadie Limited UK

BETA. ULP (France) FR

CERTE. UKC UK

Coherence S.P.R.L (Belgium) BE

DST.DETR UK

ECOPLAN SW

ITS.UL UK

IWW.UK DE

MDS Transmodal UK

Mkmetric DE

SINTEF Transport Engineering NO

Technicatome FR

VTT FI
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STREAMS – Strategic Transport Research for European Member States

Consortium:

Marcial Echenique and Partners Limited. UK

Strafica FI

Universität Dortmund, Institut für Raumplanung DE

Marcial Echenique y Compañía, S.A. SP

TRT Trasporti e Territorio SrL IT
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